15s This paper presents an improvement of the current wind zone map of the Philippines. The Generalized Extreme Value (GEV), Gumbel and point process models were used in characterizing the extreme wind speeds in the Philippines. Available daily maximum wind data from 50 stations in the Philippines were also used in the analysis. The results show that the standard errors in the point process model are lower than the GEV or Gumbel models making it a better model. Finally a regional wind zone map (6 zones) was developed using extrapolated 30, 40 and 50 year return wind speeds from the point process approach. Wind zone maps were developed using kriging interpolation method of ArcGIS Geostatistical Analyst.
INTRODUCTION
The Philippines is prone to natural hazards like earthquakes and typhoons. An average of twenty typhoons enter into Philippine Areas of Responsibility each year. These typhoons which bring about strong winds and heavy rainfall cause heavy damage to life and property. It is for this reason that a wind zone map is important. It helps planners assess the levels of extreme wind speeds in the future and hence design safe and reliable structures.
The National Structural Code of the Philippines (NSCP) 1） , adopted a recommendation published by the Association of Structural Engineers of the Philippines (ASEP), to divide the country into three wind zones, as shown in Fig. 1 . Corresponding to these zones are basic wind speeds V, which when multiplied with other factors will result in a velocity pressure for structural design purposes. In recent years, there has been a development in the statistical 16s 3) , Smith 4) , wind zone mapping; Peterka & Shahid 5) and the wind code provisions 6) . In view of this, ASEP updated the NSCP wind code to adapt to these changes. The wind zone map was also updated for this purpose as shown in Fig. 2 . This map was adopted in part from Rosaria 7) . The changes that are evident in the recent map are primarily due to the modeling technique used. The Type I (Gumbel) model was used to obtain the basic wind speeds. This map was also developed using 35 years (1961 to 1995) of monthly maximum data from 50 weather stations of the Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical Services (PAGASA).
In this paper, we select the most appropriate extreme value model, e.g. GEV or point process approach to model the extreme wind speeds in the Philippines. Recent and daily maximum wind data are also used in the analysis to improve the accuracy in the inference. The main objective of this paper is to develop a regional wind zone map of extreme wind speeds in the Philippines with return periods of 30, 40 and 50 years.
THE DATA
The wind data used in this paper were taken from the 50 weather stations of PAGASA. The locations of the stations are shown in Fig. 3 . Wind speeds were measured by anemometers from a height of 10 meters above the ground. PAGASA records two kinds of data, daily average wind speed and maximum wind speed both in m/s. According to PA-GASA, only wind speeds reaching 8 m/s and above are recorded as maximum wind speed.
In this paper we only consider these maximum wind speeds. It is assumed that the wind data are meteorologically homogenous and nominally consist of the following: 1. 35 years (1961 to 1995) of monthly maximum wind speeds from the 5 stations. 2. 40 years (1961 to 2000) of daily maximum wind speeds (> 8 m/s) from 45 stations. Some wind data exceeding 70 m/s were found and were corrected by PAGASA. Data were also missing at random from the different stations due to various sources and the stations did not operate simultaneously from 1961. Characteristics like the mean and standard deviation of the maximum wind speeds for each station are shown in Fig. 4 . Likewise a summary of the available data used in this study is shown in Table 1 .
EXTREME VALUE MODELS
(1) GEV Distribution 8) Suppose we have a sequence of independent random variables n X X ,..., 
Since F can be estimated from observed data, it is possible to use this in Eq. There are several methods in the inference of extreme value models and in this paper we will use the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE). The preference for this method is it possess several desirable properties, e.g., simplicity in maximing the log-likelihood function, standard errors and confidence intervals can be approximated, minimum variance for large sample size, can be used to test the null hypothesis that the GEV model can be reduced to Gumbel model using the likelihood ratio test.
To obtain estimates of extreme quantiles of the annual maximum distribution the following equations are used: 
(2) Modeling annual wind maxima
To apply GEV modeling, we will analyze time series of annual maximum wind speeds from two stations, specifically, the data sets from Aparri, Cagayan and Laoag City as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The S-PLUS functions of Coles 9) are used to analyse these data sets as well as the wind data from the other stations. The MLEs of the parameters of the wind data from Aparri, Cagayan station are μ = 25.42, σˆ= 9.76 and ξˆ= 0.22. Substituting these MLEs into Eq. (4) gives a maximized negative log-likelihood (nllh) value of 159.27. Subsequently the standard errors and the approximate 95% CI of each parameters are However, if we examine carefully the parameter ξ of the GEV distribution for each station (Fig. 14) , we can see that there are only 6 stations with ξ ≈ 0 (Gumbel). Furthermore, there are 28 stations where ξ > 0 (Fréchet) and 16 stations where ξ < 0 (reversed weibull). This means that if we extrapolate return wind speeds, especially at high levels, overestimation and underestimation of wind speeds will occur.
These happen because ξ influences the return wind speeds as mentioned earlier.
The preceding results show that both the GEV and the Gumbel models are suitable exteme value models for annual wind speed maxima. However the point of the analysis is to establish design parameters (extreme wind speeds) in the future and as such conservative estimates are in order. Assuming ξ to be zero (for the Gumbel model) all the time automatically eliminates the uncertainty in the rate of tail decay which is a major component in extreme value modeling. The tendency of ξ for a specific station depends on the data itself and hence we think it is important that we do not make an apriori judgment about its value. For each station we let the "data speak for itself" regarding which extreme value model type it belongs and thus the GEV model is more appropriate for this purpose. In view of this it is preferable therefore to use the GEV model over the Gumbel model because it realistically considers the uncertainties inherent in the model extrapolation through ξ . Moreover acceptance of this uncertainty results in conservative estimates of return wind speeds. An immediate consequence of this choice is the difference in the 50-year return wind speeds in both models (see Fig. 15 ). We can see that the extrapolated wind speeds for the GEV model are high compared to the Gumbel model when ξ > 0 and lower when ξ < 0. These differences are clearer if we take the percentage difference in the estimates of the GEV and Gumbel for each station as shown in Fig. 16 . We can see that the GEV model improves the estimates by as much as 34% when ξ > 0 and as much as 20% when ξ < 0. Thus we conclude that the GEV is better over the Gumbel model as it serves our purpose in estimating conservative return wind speeds for design purposes.
In the succeeding section, we further improve the inference by using more extreme wind data, e.g. daily wind data, rather than just the annual maxima. Extreme events are scarce and therefore all available data should be utilized to improve the inference and to reduce the variance in the model estimates especially in return level approximations. 8) The main weakness of the previous model is that the inference considers only one observation per year. Thus it is less flexible than threshold methods, e.g. generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) or r-largest order statistics model, where other extreme data are used into the inference. An alternative method in modeling extreme value behaviour that encompasses both the GEV and threshold methods is the point process model. Let n X X ,..., 1 be a sequence of independent random variable with a common distribution function F . In our paper we assume that the daily maximum wind data are independent. Then characterizing the extremes according to Eq. (1) 
(3) The Point Process approach
To estimate the parameters of Eq. (6) we likewise use the ML method. Standard errors and approximate confidence intervals of the parameters are also estimated . The extreme quantiles or return wind speeds are obtained using the equation below:
where N is the number of years, y n is the number of observations per year while μ , σ and ξ are the point process model parameters. Also u ζ is the probability of an individual observation exceeding the threshold u and is estimated by the following equation:
where u n is the number of observations exceeding the threshold u and n the total number of observations.
(4) Modeling daily maximum wind data
To apply the point process approach, a time series of daily maximum wind speeds (1961 to 2000) from Laoag City station is analyzed using the S-PLUS functions 9) . The first step in the inference Empirical Q u a n t i l e P l o t
Fig. 20 Point Process diagnostic plots of Laoag Station data
is to choose an appropriate threshold. As an aid, we will utilize two available methods. The first, is the mean residual life plot developed by Davison and Smith 10) for the GPD. This is a plot of the sample mean of exceedances of the threshold u, against u. This plot tends to be linear if the GPD fits the data well. Since there is a direct connection between the GPD and the point process model we can make use of this tool.
The second method is to fit the point process model at a range of thresholds. At thresholds where the asymptotic argument is valid, stability in the parameter estimates might be observed. Although threshold choice is subjective, diagnostics e.g. quantile and probability plots help in checking the quality of the point process model fit. Also too low a threshold nullifies the asymptotic argument and a very high threshold gives few exceedances leading to high variance.
To illustrate this procedure, we show the mean residual life plot of the wind data from Laoag City station in Fig. 17 . We can see that the plot is linear from 4 ≤ u ≤ 9 but the thresholds are too low. On the other hand, the plot from 10 ≤ u ≤ 20 shows a piecewise linearity with a narrow 95% confidence interval. The threshold choice is not yet clear, so we look for support by examining the plot of the second method.
We show in Fig. 18 a plot of the MLEs of the point process model against a range of threshold. In this figure, we can see that there seems to be a stability in the location parameter μ , at u > 20. Therefore using this range as a guide, the data is fitted to the point process model with thresholds ranging from 20 ≤ u ≤ 24. Fig. 19 shows the standard errors in the parameter estimates for each threshold. We note especially that the standard error for parameter ξ does not increase significantly as the threshold increases from 20 to 24.
Diagnostic plots of the point process model to the excess values for each threshold were also examined to determine the quality of the fit. Standard tools used in statistical analysis are the probability plot and the quantile plots 8) .
The point process model F is an acceptable model for the data if the points of both the probability plot and the quantile plot are close to the unit line. Significant deviations from the line is an indication that F is a weak model for the data. More importantly we also examined if the data does not significantly depart (within the 95% CI) from the return wind plot. The return wind plots are similar to The figures above show that there are marked differences in the MLEs of the parameters μ , σ and especially for ξ for each station. To assess the suitability of using the point process approach as an extreme value model for each station versus the GEV model, we compare the standard errors (standard deviation) in the MLEs of the parameters.
We can see in Figs. 24, 25 and 26 the reduction in the standard errors of the parameter estimates especially for ξ in the point process approach. This is the advantage of using more extreme data (greater than a specified threshold) than just annual maxima in the inference. This means that the point process approach is likely to more accurate than the GEV model fit. Therefore based on these results, we conclude that the point process is the most suitable model for characterizing extreme wind speeds in the Philippines. Suitable in the sense that it also accepts the uncertainty in the rate of the tail decay unlike the Gumbel model and better than the GEV because it considers other extreme data other than the annual maxima in the analysis.
The goodness-of-fit of the excess values with the point process model for each station was also assessed and we observed that the quality of fit for most stations were acceptable.
Again the immediate consequence of choosing the point process over the GEV and Gumbel model is the difference in 50-year return wind speeds. We can see from Fig. 27 that wind speeds are lower in the point process than the GEV model for most station. The maximum percentage difference in the estimates is about 28% and the average is about 8% (see Fig. 28 ). We also compared percentage difference of the point process over the Gumbel model estimate and found that the former improves the estimates by as much as 25% when ξ > 0 and as much as 17% when ξ < 0.
Therefore these results shall be used in developing regional wind zone maps of extreme wind speeds for the Philippines. Aside from developing a wind zone map with an annual exceedance probability of 0.02 wind zone maps with annual exceedance probabilities of 0.033 (30-year return period) and 0.025 (40-year return period) were also developed. The motivation for this is that since available data are less than 40 years therefore extrapolation to lower return periods are more practical. The 30 and 40 year return wind speeds are shown in Fig. 29 and 30. 
REGIONAL WIND ZONE MAP
Kriging is an interpolation method that predicts values at unmeasured locations using measured values from other locations. The weights used in this method come from a semivariogram calculated from the spatial structure of the data.
Assuming our data is stationary and normally distributed we can use kriging method to estimate the 50-year return wind speeds to other unmeasured areas using the results of point process model. We made several runs to create a prediction surface of the 50-year return wind speeds using kriging method of ArcGIS Geostatistical Analyst 11) . The final result is the regional wind zone map with annual exceedance probability of 0.02 as shown in Fig 31. The highlights of the proposed wind zone map are the following: are greater than 70 m/s are identified. This information is vital for wind power projects in the future. 4. Six zones instead of three zones for easy conversion from meters per second to kilometers per hour, since the increment for each zone is 10 m/s. 5. Kriging method used in mapping enabled us to assess spatial correlation of extreme wind speeds using a spherical semivariogram. It also allowed us to generate a continuous prediction surface which is better than the recent wind zone map. 6. Regional boundaries are also added for ease in using the map. Regional wind zone maps with annual exceedance probabilities of 0.033 and 0.025 are also shown in Figs. 32 and 33. These figures show that the wind speeds are increasing in a northeast to southwest direction. All three maps also show that the highest wind speeds are in the areas of Region II and V.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The present wind zone map was generally developed based on the type I (Gumbel) distribution.
Therefore we looked for alternatives in characterizing the extreme wind speeds in the Philippines using GEV distribution, Gumbel distribution and the point process approach. As a summary we show here the major works done and the conclusions arrived at in the study:
1. The extreme wind speed models for each station 26s was improved by taking advantage of the availability of recent and daily maximum wind data. 2. After fitting these extreme value models to the wind speed data, we can see that the point process model gives smaller standard errors in the parameter estimates making it a better model than GEV and Gumbel models. 3. A regional wind zone (6 zones) map of extreme wind speeds in the Philippines was developed from the results of the point process approach.
We also mention here that in our study we distinguished the regional boundaries and in our opinion is preferable over the previous zone maps because it follows regional / political boundaries and reduces misinterpretation in using the map.
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